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Linked Data: What is it?
 Use URIs as names for things
 Use HTTP URIs so people can look up those 
names
 Provide useful information using the 
standards (RDF, SPARQL)
 Include links to other URIs
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Linked Data Triples
Subject Predicate Object
This thing Is a Photograph
This thing Was created by Las Vegas News Bureau
This thing Depicts Frank Sinatra
Frank Sinatra Is an Entertainer
Frank Sinatra Knows Jack Entratter
http://digital.library.unlv.edu/u?/showgirls,166
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Europeana Data Model
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Working Session
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Open Refine
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Mulgara
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So what?
Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by 
Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch. 
http://lod-cloud.net/
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Questions?
<http://www.lib.utah.edu/persons/jm>
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